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KUWAIT: Boursa Kuwait ended January
in the green zone. The Price Index closed
at 6,832.22 points, up by 18.86 percent
compared to the closing of the month
before, the Weighted Index increased by
12.44 percent after closing at 427.38
points, whereas the KSX-15 Index closed
at 985.40 points increasing by 11.34 per-
cent. Furthermore, last month’s average
turnover increased by 235.16 percent,
compared to the preceding month,
reaching KD 53.88 million, whereas trad-
ing volume average was 629.89 million
shares, recording an increase of 250.53
percent. 

The Boursa indices outperformed to
break many records last month and was
able to realize noticeable gains, consid-
ered the largest in a while, as the Price
Index reached in one session of the
month its highest level since November
2014, and was able to break the 6,000
point level up for the first time in about
17 months, to end the month’s trading at
6,832.22 point. Also, the Weighted Index
increased and recorded its highest level
since May 2015, as it ended the month’s
trading at 427.38 point, while the KSX-15
Index reached its highest level since
August 2015, ending last month’s trad-
ing activity at 985.40 points. 

In addition, the traded cash liquidity
reached its highest level since around
mid of 2013, whereas it recorded on 23
January more than KD 97 million, and
the traded volume reached about 1.04
billion share in the same session, its
highest level since 2013 as well. The
Boursa realized its gains in light of the
purchasing trend that included most of
the listed stocks, especially the stocks of
the companies that expected to disclose
profits for the year end 31 December
2016, in addition to the quick specula-
tive operations executed on some stocks
and caused it to increase and reach
good levels. The continued quick specu-
lation that concentrated on the small-
cap stocks contributed also in enhancing
the Boursa’s gains during the last month,
especially the stocks being traded at
prices below its book and par values. On
the contrary, the Boursa witnessed dur-
ing some last sessions of the month par-
tial profit collection operations that
forced its indices to decline and record
losses, however it could not drag it to
the red zone on a monthly level. 

Moreover, the Boursa was able to add
about K.D. 3.09 billion to its market capi-
talization during the last month because
of such performance, as the total listed

stocks value reached by the end of the
first month KD 28.49 billion against KD
25.41 billion at end of the last month of
the previous year, up by 12.15 percent. 

The traders in the Boursa are watch-
ing for the listed companies’ results for
the year end 31 December 2016, expect-
ed to be disclosed during the coming
period, where many investors are wait-
ing for such results to define their invest-
ment objectives for the current year. 

Sectors’ Indices 
All of Boursa Kuwait’s sectors ended

last week in the green zone except for
one sector. Last week’s highest gainer
was the Technology sector, achieving
47.08 percent growth rate as its index
closed at 893.02 points. Whereas, in the
second place, the Financial Services sec-
tor ’s index closed at 794.82 points
recording 33.12 percent increase. The
Real Estate sector came in third as its

index achieved 27.19 percent growth,
ending the week at 1,106.82 points. The
Consumer Goods sector was the least
growing as its index closed at 1,157.14
points with a 2.85 percent increase. On
the other hand, the Health Care sector
was last week’s only loser as its index
declined by 4.62 percent to end the
week’s activity at 1,186.94 points. 

Sectors’ Activity 
The Financial Services sector domi-

nated total trade volume during last
month with 5.55 billion shares changing
hands, representing 40.04 percent of the
total market trading volume. The Real
Estate sector was second in terms of
trading volume as the sector’s traded
shares were 32.50 percent of last
month’s total trading volume, with a
total of 4.50 billion shares. 

On the other hand, the Financial
Services sector’s stocks were the high-
est traded in terms of value; with a
turnover of KD 339.50 million or 28.64
percent of last month’s total market
trading value. The Real Estate sector
took the second place as the sector’s
last month turnover of KD 238.93 mil-
lion representing 20.16 percent of the
total market trading value. 

Boursa Kuwait remains bullish in January
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NEW DELHI: India’s government acknowledged
yesterday that its decision to pull high-value
bank notes from circulation has caused pain in
large parts of the economy as it lowered its
growth forecast on the eve of the budget. Its
annual economic survey concluded that the so-
called demonetization scheme had hit a host of
sectors including real estate and farming but
also said tax revenues could be boosted in the
long-run.

“The adverse impact of demonetization on
GDP (gross domestic product) growth will be
transitional,” said the survey compiled by the
government’s chief economic advisor Arvind
Subramanian. In the survey, the government
lowered its growth forecast for the 2016-17 fiscal
year ending in March to 7.1 percent, down from
7.6 percent in the previous year.

But the survey said the estimate was based
mainly on data for the first seven to eight
months of the financial year, before the shock
move in November to pull all 500 and 1,000
rupee notes from circulation.

That decision effectively removed around 86
percent of the cash in circulation at one stroke,
triggering massive queues outside banks as the
authorities struggled to print enough new notes.

The survey said cash-intensive sectors such as
agriculture, real estate and jewellery were the
worst affected and that there had been job loss-
es and a decline in farm incomes in the broader

economy. “Growth slowed as demonetization
reduced demand... and increased uncertainty,”
said the survey.

‘Hardship and inconvenience’ 
Speaking at a press conference in Delhi,

Subramanian said that “there have been short-
term costs which are real and significant”. “I think
there has been hardship and inconvenience
especially for those in the informal sector but
there is also potential for long-term benefits,” he
added. Finance Minister Arun Jaitley said in the
survey he expected cash supplies would be fully
“replenished” by the end of March and the econ-
omy should then “revert to normal”, projecting
growth in 2017-18 in the range of 6.75 to 7.5
percent. The cash crunch has already prompted
the International Monetary Fund to knock a per-
centage point off its forecast for India’s economy
in the current fiscal year to 6.6 percent, bringing
it below China’s projected rate of 6.7 percent. 

Sunil Sinha, principal economist at India
Ratings & Research, said it was unusual for the
government to give such “a huge range” in its
growth projection. 

“The very fact that it has used such a huge
range of 75 basis points means that there are a
lot of gaps in terms of estimating the effects of
demonetization and it is quite obvious that the

spillover effect will be felt in the next fiscal year
as well,” he told AFP. “As a thumb rule, if such a
wide corridor is given, one can expect growth to
settle somewhere in the middle at best, assum-
ing some of the positives play out.”

However Sujan Hajra, chief economist at
Anand Rathi Securities, said that the economic
survey was “considerably conservative” and the
final growth figure could be higher than 7.1 per-
cent. “If you look at the corporate results for the
third quarter, they were ahead of market expec-
tations despite demonetization,” said Hajra. “The
longer-term impact of demonetization and
introduction of GST should play out in the next
year and help the GDP,” Hajra added in reference
to a long-delayed goods and services tax which
should be rolled out later this year.

By painting demonetization as a blitz on cor-
ruption and cash-hoarding that will ultimately
boost tax revenues, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has so far escaped a major backlash. While
there were massive queues outside banks in the
weeks afterwards, they have now subsided while
limits on withdrawals have eased. India’s central
bank announced late Monday that it would
loosen some of the restrictions on cash with-
drawals although most savers are still only
allowed to withdraw a maximum of 24,000
rupees in cash each week. — AFP

India says cash ban hits growth

Govt lowers GDP growth forecast to 7.1%

An Indian woman holds 2000 INR notes as she has her finger marked with indelible ink after
exchanging 500 and 1000 INR banknotes at a bank in Chennai. — AFP

Indian Finance Minister Arun Jaitley 

ANKARA: Turkey’s central bank signalled yesterday
it would stick with its unorthodox steps to manage
the fall in the lira, saying its moves to drive up fund-
ing costs were working and would continue until
the inflation outlook improves.

The lira has fallen more than 7 percent this
month after double-digit declines in both 2015 and
2016, making it one of the world’s worst-perform-
ing currencies, while the economy shrank in the
third quarter for the first time in seven years.
Investors have been unnerved by insecurity, politi-
cal uncertainty and a slowing economy. But they
also worry the central bank is under political pres-
sure to avoid taking decisive action to support the
lira and tame inflation.

The central bank raised its main policy rate - the
one-week repo rate - on Nov. 25 for the first time
since 2014 but it has remained unchanged since
and President Tayyip Erdogan has made it clear he
wants borrowing costs to stay low to boost growth.

Instead, the bank has stopped holding one-
week repos, closing off its main channel for funding
the market, and raised overnight and last resort
borrowing rates, pushing funding costs for banks
higher without having to change the benchmark
rate. “We will continue to use these steps as long as
necessary.  It should be expected for this framework
to continue for a certain time,” central bank
Governor Murat Cetinkaya said.

“If no permanent and serious improvements are
seen regarding inflation expectations in the fore-
seeable future, it seems tightening will continue,” he
told a news conference to announce the bank’s
quarterly assessment of the inflation outlook. With
the lira continuing to weaken, the bank raised its

inflation forecast for the end of 2017 to 8.0 percent
from 6.5 percent in its previous report. Its forecast
for inflation at the end of 2018 stands at 6 percent.
“Risks are upward, but the critical point is that mon-
etary policy is having the necessary effect,”
Cetinkaya said, adding that the bank might take
additional measures if needed and would use all
available tools.

Data published yesterday also showed the num-
ber of tourists visiting Turkey slumped by nearly a
third in 2016 following a spate of bombings and a
failed coup, a significant hit for a key sector in the
economy. Tourism accounts for 4-5 percent of gross
domestic product and financed some 45 percent of
Turkey’s current account deficit in the first 11
months of 2016, according to central bank data.

COMPLICATED POLICY MIX
Pressure from the government to keep borrow-

ing costs low is unlikely to relent ahead of an
expected referendum in April on constitutional
changes which would create a full presidential sys-
tem and hand Erdogan greater powers.

Still, the central bank’s efforts to tighten liquidity
have raised short-term funding costs to their high-
est in nearly five years, helping support the lira even
without the outright rate increase many in the mar-
ket have been hoping for. The bank has said it is
aiming, over time, to provide funding via a single
rate, rather than the multiple rates it is using now.
Cetinkaya said that was still the aim but it would
only make the shift when conditions were suitable.
“Simplification will be our preference once the right
framework is set up and volatility has died down,”
he said. The currency firmed more than 2 percent

on Monday, although it pared some of those gains
as Cetinkaya spoke and was unchanged at 3.78 to
the dollar by 1245 GMT. It hit a record low of 3.9417
on Jan. 11. “The central bank governor sounded
quite comfortable about the current monetary poli-
cy framework and it is good to hear tight monetary
policy will prevail in the period ahead,” said Deniz
Invest chief economist Ozlem Derici.

“However ... simplification seems to be off the
agenda in the foreseeable future. This might deter
the impact of tightening as we think that the current
unorthodox policy mix employed complicates mak-
ing forecasts,” she said in a note. Besides worrying
about a perceived lack of independence, investors
are also concerned that the very short-term levers
being used by the central bank now make it had to
assess the actual impact of monetary policy.
Economic growth in 2016 is expected to have been
just 3.2 percent, a far cry from the high single-digit
rates on which Erdogan built his reputation as prime
minister from 2003-14. Officials have also said infla-
tion is expected to reach double digits in the first
quarter for the first time in almost five years, partly
due to the weaker lira.

Ratings agency Fitch downgraded Turkey’s sov-
ereign debt to “junk” on Friday, snuffing out its last
remaining investment grade, hours after rival
agency Standard & Poor’s lowered its outlook to
“negative” from “stable”. Both sounded concern
about political insecurity after a failed coup last
year, as well as pressure on the central bank.
Cetinkaya described S&P’s report as hurried, and
dismissed concern about the bank’s independence,
saying its future steps would bring an end to such
discussions. — Reuters

KANSAS: Janae Melvin shops for gifts at Forever 21 in Kansas City, Kan. Americans
expressed a bit less optimism about the economy in January 2017 after their confidence
soared to a 15-year high in December, according to information released yesterday. — AP
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to unorthodox lira defense

BAGHDAD: Zain Iraq, the country’s leading
mobile operator, announces the promotion
and appointment of Ali Al-Zahid as CEO of
the company, effective today. 

An Austrian national with Iraqi roots, Al-
Zahid most recently held the position of
Chief Commercial Officer of Zain Iraq,
which he assumed in June 2015 having
joined the organization as Director of Sales
in September 2013.  Al-Zahid brings 17
years of extensive experience with interna-
tional telecom operators including Orange

Austria, O2 Germany (Telefonica), and Zain
Iraq to his new role. He also has experience
in management consultancy, working with
two European based firms for five years. Al-
Zahid combines broad and in depth experi-
ence in organizational leadership and
development, brand, marketing and com-
mercial strategies in fast growing telecom
markets across Europe, Africa and the
Middle East.  Commenting on the appoint-
ment, the Chairman of Zain Iraq,
Mohammed Al Charchafchi said, “It is a
pleasure to promote a young talented

leader with Iraqi heritage to the role of CEO
at an important stage of Zain Iraq’s evolu-
tion. Over the last three years he has played
a vital role within the senior management
ranks and proven to be a very capable pro-
fessional, exceeding expectations on multi-
ple fronts. We have the utmost confidence
that Ali Al-Zahid has the right skill-sets and
leadership qualities to take the operation
to next phase of growth.”

The Chairman continued, “ The key
shareholders and board of directors of Zain
Iraq are committed to the continual invest-
ment and expansion of the 3G mobile net-
work in providing vital telecommunications
services to the communities we serve, play-
ing our fundamental role in the economic
and social development of the country.”

Zain Group CEO, Scott Gegenheimer
commented, “Ali Al-Zahid has an outstand-
ing track record in one of Zain’s most com-
plex and challenging emerging markets. He
has a strong background in mobile technol-
ogy, strategy and management, and in
exploiting commercial data-related oppor-
tunities. Thus I share the Chairman’s confi-
dence that he is a good fit to take Zain Iraq
to the next stage of the company’s develop-
ment to enhance customer experience and
solidifying Zain Iraq’s market leadership.”

Gegenheimer continued, “It is also a par-
ticular pleasure to promote an existing Zain
talent, who has an impressive and success-
ful track record to a senior position in one
of our key markets, fulfilling our Group-
wide human resources policy of capitaliz-
ing on and promoting our talented leaders
from within.”

Ali Al-Zahid graduated with a MSc in
Management & Communication, from
Danube University Krems (Austria) in 2004
and is currently part of the TRIUM Global
Executive MBA with the London School of
Economics, HEC Paris and NYU Stern. 

Ali Al-Zahid appointed 

as CEO of Zain Iraq

Ali Al-Zahid

NEW YORK: Many American businesses
are publicly breaking with President
Donald Trump over his anti-immigration
policies, saying they could damage com-
petitiveness by limiting access to the
best and brightest employees. Criticism
of Trump’s order has been most virulent
in Silicon Valley, where chiefs of tech
firms Apple, Microsoft,  Airbnb and
Google were among those to blast the
policy, unveiled late Friday, which pro-
hibits people from seven predominantly
Muslim countries from entering the
United States, and includes a temporary
ban on refugees. 

Protests erupted at airports nation-
wide over the weekend, while lawsuits
led to judges blocking parts of the order,
which initially prevented some legal US
residents from returning home.

Netflix CEO Reed Hastings called the
policies “un-American.” Executives out-
side of the technology industry have

joined in pointing out the perils of the
immigration policies as well, although
they are more cautious about provoking
the administration, which is expected to
pursue favored policies such as tax cuts
and regulatory relief.

Any criticism could trigger blowback
from Trump, who has frequently lambast-
ed individual companies, including Ford,
General Motors, Toyota, Boeing and
Lockheed.

Company chiefs, in messages to
employees, have emphasized the impor-
tance of a diverse workforce and prom-
ised to support employees.  “This is not a
policy we support,” Goldman Sachs chief
executive Lloyd Blankfein told employees
in a recorded voice mail. “I want to assure
all of you that we will work to minimize
such disruption to the extent we can
within the law and are focused on sup-
porting our colleagues and their families
who may be affected.” — AFP

Trump immigration order 

causes rift with business


